
Remote Education
Self Isolation



How to access your learning in the event of you having to self-isolate.

If you do have to access your learning from home, your teachers will provide

you with resources, powerpoints and activities that they have used in the

lessons you are missing via Google Classroom.  It is vital that you know your

log in details for this and that you keep your passwords in a safe and

accessible place.

YYou will be expected to log onto Google Classroom daily and complete

all tasks set.  To demonstrate that you have completed the tasks and learned

the key words and content from these lessons, you must upload your work for

your teacher to see.  If you have questions about the learning you can email

your teacher via Google Classroom.  Work will not be available via paper

copies to avoid the need for parents/carers having to come onto the

academy site.

Another important part of learning is to revisit past lessons to ensure you canAnother important part of learning is to revisit past lessons to ensure you can

recall and retrieve key content and skills.  We advise you to look back over

key words and definitions and to review perfect examples and models that

you have noted in your books.  You could also begin creating cue cards,

Cornell Notes, mind maps or other visual organisers that will be useful as

revision tools for AR assessments and learning checkpoints.

Remember good learning habits should continue whilst you are unable to

attend lessons in person. attend lessons in person.  Accessing the learning your class is receiving will

ensure you do not fall behind and it will be good for your well-being to maintain

a routine for learning where possible.
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